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Dear Parents: 

 

There is no pursuit more valuable or rewarding for children than reading.  As children read, they 

develop vital verbal skills.  Equally important, they encounter new experiences, new ideas and 

issues, new people, new emotions.  Reading expands options, feeds the imagination and teaches 

thinking.  Through reading, children come to know their world and themselves a little better. 

 

The suggested reading lists we have developed for the Lower School are designed both for 

summer and for supplementary reading during the year.  We have sought to make the selections 

appropriate for each grade.  You will find, however, that the books do range in level of challenge 

and subject matter, and we strongly encourage you to help your children select those books best 

suited to their interests and reading skills. 

 

Our goal in providing these suggested readings is to encourage the habit of reading for pleasure, 

not to generate book reports or graded exercises.  What children read is less important than the 

act of reading and the enjoyment that reading brings.  The more children read for pleasure, the 

more they will want to read, and growth in reading speed, comprehension, and confidence will 

surely follow. 

 

Reading can be a marvelous sharing experience.  Encourage your children to talk about what they 

have read.  Your interest will feed their excitement.  You may even wish to read some of the 

selections yourselves! 

 

Happy Reading! 

 

 

 

The Lower School Faculty 
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ALL FIFTH GRADE PARENTS 
 

This summer, students entering the fifth grade will be required to read the novel        

By The Great Horn Spoon by Sid Fleischman.  I've enclosed a reflection log where your child 

will be required to keep track of his/her thoughts about the various characters within the 

story. A reflection log is a helpful tool for students to write down important aspects of the book 

that they will be able to draw from when we complete our project the first few weeks of school. 

The reflection log will be due the first day of school so please make sure to bring your book and 

the log.  You should also read three other books that interest you this summer, they can be from 

this list, but do not have to be.  Please be prepared to share your favorite summer read with the 

class.  Use the attached Reflection Log to take notes as you read each book. 

 

 

Have a wonderful summer and enjoy the reading! 

 

 

Mrs. Peggy Majane 
 

 

 

 
Moon over Manifest   by Claire Vanderpool 

Navigating Early  by Claire Vanderpool 

One Came Home  by Amy Timberlake 

Al Capone Does My Shirts  by Gennifer Choldenko 

Adam of the Road  by Elizabeth Janet Gray 

Mara, Daughter of the Nile  by Eloise Jarvis McGraw 

 

 

Contemporary/Realistic 

 
Wonder  by R. J. Palacio 

The Penderwicks  by Jean Birdsall 

 Better Nate Than Never  byTim Federele 

Rain Reign  by Ann M. Martin 

A Corner of the Universe  by Ann M. Martin 

Out of My Mind  by Sharon Draper 

Finally  by Wendy Mass 

 

 

Mystery and Adventure 

 
Echo  by Pam Munoz Ryan 

Ella Enchanted  by Gail Carson 

Doll Bones  by Holly Black 

The Night Gardener  by Jonathan Aukier 
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The Boundless  by Kenneth Oppel 

When You Reach Me  by Rebecca Stead 

The Fourteenth Goldfish  by Jennifer Holm 

The Magician’s Elephant  by Kate DiCamillo 

The Red Blazar Girls: The Ring of Rocamadour  by Michael D. Beil 

Escape From Mr. Lemoncello’s Library  by Chris Grabenstein 

Lantern Sam and the Blue Streak Bandits  by Michael D. Beil 

Chasing Vermeer  by Blue Balliett 

The Mysterious Benedict Society  by Trenton Lee Stewart 

The Graveyard Book  by Neil Gaiman 

Tuck Everlasting  by Natalie Babbitt 

The Thief  by Megan Whalen Turner 

I Am Princess X  by Cherie Priest 

 
 

Different Cultures 

 
Where the Mountain Meets the Moon  by Grace Lin 

Listen, Slowly  by Thanhha Lai 

Inside Out and Back Again  by Thanhha Lai 

A Long Walk to Water  by Linda Sue Park 

Becoming Naomi Leon  by Pam Munoz Ryan 

 

Animals 

 
The Underneath  by Kathi Appelt 

The One and Only Ivan  by Katherine Applegate 

Secrets at Seab  by Richard Peck 

The Black Stallion  by Walter Farley 

 

Biography/Autobiography 

 

Brown Girl Dreaming  by Jacqueline Woodson 

The Boy on the Wooden Box  by Leo Leyson 

I Am Malala: How One Girl Stood Up For Education and Changed the World  by Malala 

Yousafzai 

The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind  by William Kankwamba 

The Bomb:  The Race to Build---and Steal---the world’s most dangerous weapon  by Steve 

Sheinkin 

Amelia Lost:  The Life and Disappearance of Amelia Earhart  by Candace Fleming 

Turning 15 on the Road to Freedom  by Elspeth Leacock 
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You will read the book By The Great Horn Spoon by Sid Fleischman.  While you read, By 

The Great Horn Spoon, keep track of the characters in the story.  What is their personality like? 

What do you discover about them?  What do they look like? What do you think they feel at 

different times in the story? 

 

Make sure to make at least 5 comments about all major characters in the story.  You will have 

many comments about By The Great Horns Spoon, so leave the entire first page for your 

comments. 

 

Character's Name Comment 

Information 

found in 

(page #): 

Example: 

Amanda Amanda has shared a lot of her life with Leo. 3 
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found in 

(page #): 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   
 



  

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

  

 

 

 


